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We report a simple and robust magnetomechanical system for direct visual observation of the DNA
packaging behavior of the bacteriophage phi29 in real time. The system comprises a micron-sized
magnetic bead attached to the free end of the viral DNA, a magnet and a bright-field microscope.
We show that the phi29 DNA packaging activity can be observed and dynamically analyzed at the
single molecular level in bright field with a relatively simple system. With this system we also
visually demonstrate the phi29 motor transporting a cargo 10 000 times the viral size. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3000606�

Bacteriophage phi29 can package its 19.3 kbs �kilobase
pairs� double-stranded DNA �dsDNA� into its 42�54 nm2

prohead by means of adenosine triphosphate �ATP� hydroly-
sis which produces energy to reel in the DNA.1–3 The phi29
DNA-packaging motor can generate a force up to �57 pN
and finish the packaging process in 5.5 min, making it one of
the most powerful biomolecular motors up to date.4 Under-
standing the physical and mechanical behavior of this pack-
aging process brings out various potentials of the phi29
packaging motor, some of whose components have been
studied as potential gene delivery vehicles for treatment of
cancer and viral infections.5–7 To study the DNA packaging
behavior of the phi29 motor at the single-molecular level, a
relatively sophisticated and costly technique, optical twee-
zers, has been used.1,4,8,9 The packaging process has also
been observed by using fluorescence microscopy to inspect
the Brownian motion of a fluorescent bead �conjugated to the
open end of a prepackaged DNA� whereby the translational
motion of the bead was interpreted via its Brownian motion
perpendicular to the primary translational direction.10,11 Here
we present a simple and robust approach, based on a combi-
nation of conventional microscopy and magnetomechanics,
for direct bright-field analysis of the phi29 motor packaging
activity. This technique allows us to view directly the trans-
lation as well as the Brownian motion of a magnetic bead
attached to the free end of the viral DNA, in bright field.
Using this technique, we show that the phi29 motor can
transport a cargo 10 000 times its viral size and describe a
quantitative analysis of the DNA packaging dynamics based
on the recorded bright-field images and videos.

The operation of this system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
system comprises a bright-field optical microscope and a mi-
crofluidic chamber in which previously “stalled” phi29 inter-
mediates, with partially prepackaged DNAs, are immobilized
on a vertical glass wall. The open end of each tether DNA is
conjugated with a micron-sized magnetic bead. Upon provid-
ing a magnetic field, the magnetic bead is pulled away from

the glass wall stretching the tether DNA. The phi29 motor is
too small to be observed by conventional optical microscopy.
Hence, the magnetic bead serves as a motion indicator due to
its large size and its ability to stretch the DNA. By monitor-
ing the motion of the magnetic bead bound to the tether
DNA, the packaging event is visually observed. The motion
of the bead, and hence changes in the DNA length is ana-
lyzed using a SPOTTRACKER software.12

To prepare the stalled phi29 motor intermediates con-
taining prepackaged DNA, a nonhydrolyzable ATP analogue,
�-S-ATP, was used. The stalled motors were attached to a
glass wall coated with phi29 IgG �antiprohead� which was
placed in the chamber. A suspension of magnetic beads �Che-
magen, M-PVA Ak11� conjugated with antibodies against
phi29 DNA’s end protein gp3 �anti-gp3 beads� was subse-
quently introduced into the chamber. The anti-gp3 beads rec-
ognized and bound to gp3 on the open ends of prepackaged
DNAs. By washing with a TMS buffer solution �50 mM tris-
HCL, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl�, most unbound beads
were removed. This resulted in attachment of magnetic beads
to the open ends of DNA whose other ends were prepack-
aged into the phi29 proheads. After providing a magnetic
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the magnetomechanical system for
bright-field analysis of phi29 DNA packaging.
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field to remove the remaining unbound magnetic beads, a
tethered bead was located using an optical microscope. The
restart buffer �containing ATP, DNA packaging enzyme
gp16, and TMS buffer� was introduced to reactivate the
stalled motor. The preparation of phi29 components, the an-
tibody beads, and the reactivation of the stalled motors, were
performed as described in previous studies.11,13–20

In the experimental setup, a small glass slide �5�5
�0.22 mm3� was settled in a microfluidic chamber �total
volume �8 �l� which was subjected to investigation by a
conventional optical microscope �Nikon Eclipse 80i�. The
edge of the glass slide served as the “glass wall” for immo-
bilizing the motor intermediates. A charge coupled device
camera was mounted on the microscope and connected to a
computer for recording the real-time bead activity. A perma-
nent magnet, used to exert force on the magnetic bead, was
fixed on a three dimensional translation stage �Thorlabs LT3�
and placed beside the microscope. By finely adjusting the
position of the magnet, the magnetic force applied to the
tethered bead was maintained around 1 pN in order not to
overstretch the DNA and/or stall the motor.4,21 This was
achieved by measuring the magnetic field profile as a func-
tion of distance from the magnet and calculating the resulting
force according to Eq. �1� which shows the force applied on
a sphere by a magnetic field,22

F =
�d3

4�0
��r − 1

�r + 2
� � �B2� . �1�

Here, B is magnetic field, �0 is permeability of free space
�4��10−7 N A−2�, �r is relative permeability of the particu-
lar superparamagnetic bead ��8�, and d is the bead diameter.
The calibration of magnetic force applied on the bead is
shown in supplemental material.23

Upon adding the restart buffer into the chamber, the mo-
tion of the bead was recorded. Figure 2 shows a series of
micrographs of two separate DNA packaging events ob-
served in real time �the corresponding movies are available
online�.23 In the first case, there was only one bead �diameter
�1.8 �m, volume �3 �m3� bound to the DNA �motor 1,
Fig. 2�a��, while in the second case, a cluster of three beads
�diameters �1.9, 1.6, and 1 �m, total volume �6 �m3�
bound to the DNA �motor 2, Fig. 2�b��. The real-time visu-
alization of the packaging events revealed that the phi29 mo-
tor can transport cargo, attached to the end of tether DNA,
which is more than 10 000 times the size of the virus �vol-
ume �2.7�10−4 �m3�. In neither case did the stalled motor
immediately start to repackage the DNA upon the addition of

restart buffer. Also the restart time varied from one case to
the other �motor 1 restarted the packaging �2 min after the
introduction of restart buffer while motor 2 restarted after
�12 min�.

By tracking the motions of the tethered beads we further
analyzed the DNA packaging kinetics. The DNA tether
lengths were obtained from the beads’ translational motions
in the packaging direction �toward the glass wall where the
virus is immobilized�. Figure 3 shows the plots of DNA
tether length against time after restarting the motors, and the
packaging rate against the amount of DNA packaged. In both
cases, about 2

3 of the DNAs were prepackaged into the pro-
heads before the motors were restarted �the initial DNA
tether length of motor 2 was �0.5 �m longer than that of
motor 1�. The curves shown in Fig. 3�a� have been shifted on
the time axis in order to clearly compare the packaging ki-
nematics of the two motors. Interestingly, the DNA tether
length of motor 2 drops suddenly toward the end of the pack-
aging event �time �4 min on time axis of Fig. 3�a��. This is
attributed to the sudden nonspecific binding when the cluster
was too close to the glass wall. Noticeably, the packaging
rates of both motors first start with some 20 bp /s and in-
crease as more DNA is packaged �Fig. 3�b��. Only when
around 20% of DNAs ��1.3 �m� are left do the packaging
rates start to decrease. This phenomenon is different from the
consistently decreasing packaging rates reported in the pre-
vious studies.1,4 Diffusion of ATP to the phi29 motor could
be a possible reason for the slow packaging rate in the be-
ginning, although we minimized this effect by using a satu-
rating concentration of ATP in the restart buffer1 and by us-
ing an overflowing injection volume. It is also possible that
the magnetic force applied on the tethered bead ��1 pN�
was in the entropic elasticity range of the dsDNA and thus
the tether DNA was not completely stretched to its normal
contour length.21 As a result, at beginning of the reactivation,
the motor could have packaged more DNA than depicted
from the motion of the tethered bead revealing a lower ob-
served packaging rate. When more DNA was packaged, the
distance between the bead and the glass approached to the
normal contour length of the tether DNA, hence the packag-
ing rate started to decrease.

To verify the existence of tether DNA between the mag-
netic bead and glass wall, a control experiment was per-
formed. The bead-conjugated prepackaged motors were im-
mobilized on the glass wall following the same protocols.
After visually confirming the existence of the tethered beads,
DNase I �Sigma D4527� was introduced to digest the tether

FIG. 2. �Color online� Temporal micrographs of beads bound to the tether
DNAs of �a� motor 1 and �b� motor 2, showing the phi29 motor packaging
activities.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� DNA tether length against time for two different
motors. Bold curves are 500-point moving averages of the light-colored raw
data �curves have been shifted on time axis�. �b� DNA packaging rate
against the amount of DNA packaged relative to the original phi29 DNA
length �19.3 kbs�. The rates were observed by differentiating the bold curves
in �a� and computing 250-point moving averages.
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DNA. As expected, the tethered beads were observed to
move away upon the application of a magnetic force after the
introduction of DNase I, verifying the existence of the tether
DNA �Fig. 4�.

We demonstrated the bright-field optical observation of
the phi29 motor’s DNA packaging event in real time using a
magnetomechanical system. Our study shows that the DNA
packaging activity of a virus can be visually observed and
studied at the single molecular level with a relatively simple
system and also visually demonstrates that the phi29 virus
can transport a cargo that is four orders of magnitude larger
than itself. We anticipate that this system can facilitate the
development of robust systems for analyzing mechanical ac-
tivities of various viruses at the single molecular level.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Control experiment verifying the existence of tether
DNA: the position of tethered beads �a� before and �b� after DNase I
introduction.
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